
With the Non-Traditional 
Boer Goat, the difference is all in the 
genetics. The traditional phenotypical boer goat 
has a red (brown) head and a white body. With the 
genetics of the boer goat the white is the dominant 
gene and the red is the recessive, this is why 
many of the progeny are predominantly white on 
an F1 (first generation or half blood) cross. Some 
boers carry a double recessive (red or brown) 
gene and if you mate does to a buck both carrying 
the double recessive red genes, you have a good 
chance of coming up with progeny which are full 
red. Not all double recessive red genes can be 
identified by simply looking at the goat however. 

Obviously if the boer is full red, it must be carrying 
the double recessive red genes. The double 
recessive then become dominant over the white 
genes the boer is carrying but may not necessarily 
be strong enough to be dominant over a traditional 
boer (white body / red head). Conversely, you may 
have a buck and doe which are both color correct 
and mate them. The resulting progeny may be 
color correct or you may have red progeny. By 
going back and studying the genetics of the sire 
and dam, observing the results and studying the 

genetics of future progeny, it is possible through time to identify genetic lines which carry the double recessive red genes and the 
potential for full "red boers". The full red boer is more of a "niche market" product. In tropical countries, or countries with intense sun, 
the red or brown boers can be desirable due to resistance to skin cancer. Typically, the full red boers are more expensive than the 
traditional boers due to the limited supply and market demand. With our registration system in Canada you know the red boers are in 
fact purebred by the DNA verification of our registry system.
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Almond Acres Fudge 
BOER, TBC 22J, DOB: APRIL 9, 1999

SIRE: ALMOND ACRES OREO R2071
DAM: JUST ESH FTR 1682 

Owners: Bill & Teresa Cormack, Innisfail, AB.
email: 
website:  

boergoat@telusplanet.net
www.boergoat.ca



Over The Hill Lava
BOER, WHG 19L, DOB: MARCH 28, 2001
BW: 12 LBS

SIRE:OVER THE HILL JOHANN 
TR10612
DAM: MELLOWDALE TRIXIE 
TR9961

Owners: Bill & Teresa Cormack, Innisfail, AB.
email: 
website:  

boergoat@telusplanet.net
www.boergoat.ca

Country Log Mac 1R
MARCH 28/05  BW: 10.5LBS.  TWIN

SIRE: RAM H RED GRANITE 844N
DAM: COUNTRY LOG JULIA

wners: Country Log Ranch, Ryan & Guenette Bautz, 
Middle Lake, SK. 
website: 

Mac is currently not for sale, watch for his progeny! He is an 
exceptional young Kalahari buck. A tremendous package 
from his broad head and shoulders through his extremely 
wide back. He has tremendous length and depth finished 
with a deep well muscled rump. Mac has sound feet and 
legs and a good bite.

Mac was the 2005 Top Gaining Buck at CMGA Buck Test 
Centre with an ADG of .82lbs/day. SOT WT June 15/05, 
41.5lbs, EOT WT Sept 19/05, 120lbs. Adjusted ADG: 0.67, 
Teets: 1+1.

Also Junior Champion and Reserves Grand Champion at 
the 2005 Farmfair.

www.countrylogranch.com


